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Danko Ilik
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Abstract

We present a type pseudo-normal form that any type built from arrows, prod-

ucts and sums can be isomorphically mapped to and that systematically minimizes

the number of premises of sum type used. Inspired from a representation of ex-

ponential polynomials, the normal form presents an extension of the notion of

disjunctive normal form that handles arrows. We also show how to apply it for

simplifying the axioms of the theory of βη-equality of terms of the lambda calcu-

lus with sums.

1 Introduction

The lambda calculus is a notation for writing functions. Be it simply-typed or poly-

morphic, it is also often presented as the core of modern functional programming lan-

guages. Yet, besides functions as first-class objects, another essential ingredient of

these languages are algebraic data types that typing systems supporting only the →-

type and polymorphism do not model so well. A natural model for the core of func-

tional languages should at least include direct support for a simplest case of variant

types – sums. However, the theory of the {→,+}-typed lambda calculus, unlike the

theory of the →-typed one, is not all roses.

Take for example the term λxy.yx of type τ + σ → (τ + σ → ρ) → ρ. Which of

the following three candidates should be its canonical η-long β-normal form?

λx.λy.yδ(x, z.ι1z, z.ι2z)

λx.λy.δ(x, z.y(ι1z), z.y(ι2z))

λx.δ(x, z.λy.y(ι1z), z.λy.y(ι2z))

All three are β-normal, η-long, and can be proven mutually equal using the standard

equational theory of =βη (Figure 3), but why should we prefer any one of them over

the others? Or consider the following two terms of type (τ1 → τ2) → (τ3 → τ1) →
τ3 → τ4 + τ5 → τ2 (taken from [4]):

λxyzu.x(yz)

λxyzu.δ(δ(u, x1.ι1z, x2.ι2(yz)), y1.x(yy1), y2.xy2).
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Although a relatively simple example of two βη-equal terms, is it immediate to notice

the equality? More generally, are we able to write a program to decide for any given

two terms of the lambda calculus with sums whether they are βη-equal?

As far as I can tell, this problem is still open. In spite of significant contributions to

the understanding of (non-)canonicity of terms and the equational theory of the calculus

[9, 10, 12, 2, 8, 4, 15, 1, 16], we still do not have theoretical understanding that can

lead to a (simple) implementation of a decision procedure for βη-equality of terms.

The only publicly available implementation of such a procedure, the one of Balat [3],

is not complete, for it relies on building normal forms of terms that are canonical only

up to a non-trivial equivalence relation.

If we leave aside the problem of equality of terms, there is another problem with

sums, at the level of types, where in spite of recent meta-theoretic work [11, 14] on

type isomorphisms, we still have to find solutions for isomorphism building that would

be implementable in practice.

The first goal of this paper is to introduce a new theoretical device, a pseudo normal

form for types build from {→,+,×}, called the exp-log normal form (Section 2). The

second goal is to apply the type normal form to the problem of βη-equality of terms of

the corresponding lambda calculus (Section 3). We believe the type normal form to be

of more general interest as explained in the conclusion (Section 4).

2 The exp-log normal form

The trouble with sums starts already at the level of types. Namely, when we consider

types built from function spaces, products, and disjoint unions (sums),

τ, σ ::= χi | τ → σ | τ × σ | τ + σ,

where χi are base types (or type variables), it is not always clear when two given types

are essentially the same one. More precisely, it is not always known how to decide

effectively whether two types are isomorphic [14]. Although the notion of isomorphism

can be treated abstractly in Category Theory and without committing to a specific term

calculus inhabiting the types, in the language of the standard syntax and equational

theory of lambda calculus with sums (Figure 3), the types τ and σ are isomorphic

when there exist coercing lambda terms M : σ → τ and N : τ → σ such that

λx.M(Nx) =βη λx.x and λy.N(My) =βη λy.y.

In other words, data/programs can be converted back and forth between τ and σ without

loss of information.

The problem of isomorphism is in fact closely related [11] to the famous Tarski

High School Identities Problem [6, 7]; for a recent survey on the connection, see [14].

What is important for us here is that types can be seen as just arithmetic expressions:

if the type τ → σ is denoted by the binary arithmetic exponentiation στ , then every

type ρ denotes at the same time an exponential polynomial ρ. The difference with

ordinary polynomials is that the exponent can now also contain a (type) variable, while
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exponentiation in ordinary polynomials is always of the form σn for a concrete n ∈ N

i.e. σn = σ × · · · × σ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n-times

. Moreover, we have that

τ ∼= σ implies N+
� τ = σ,

that is, type isomorphism implies that arithmetic equality holds for any substitution of

variables by positive natural numbers.

This could hence provide an effective non-isomorphism decision procedure: given

any two types, prove they are not equal as exponential polynomials, and that means they

cannot possibly be isomorphic. But, we are interested in a positive decision procedure.

Such a procedure exists for both the languages of types {→,×} and {×,+}, since then

we have an equivalence:

τ ∼= σ iff N+
� τ = σ.

Indeed, in these cases type isomorphism can not only be decided, but also effectively

built. In the case of {×,+}, the procedure amounts to transforming the type to dis-

junctive normal form, or the (non-exponential) polynomial to canonical form, while in

that of {→,×}, there is a normal form obtained by type transformation that follows

currying [5].

Given that we do not know whether it is possible to find such a normal form for

the full language of types [14], what we can hope to do in practice is to find at least

a pseudo normal form. We shall now define such a type normal form and later, in

Section 3, show its beneficial effects for the theory of =βη.

The idea is to use the decomposition of the binary exponential function στ through

unary exponentiation and logarithm. This is a well known transformation in Analysis,

where for the natural logarithm and Euler’s number e we would use

στ = eτ×log σ also written στ = exp(τ × log σ).

The systematic study of such normal forms by Du Bois-Reymond described in the book

[13] served us as inspiration.

But how exactly are we to go about using this equality for types when it uses loga-

rithms i.e. transcendental numbers? Luckily, we do not have to think of real numbers

at all, because what is described above can be seen through the eyes of abstract Alge-

bra, in exponential fields, as a pair of mutually inverse homomorphisms exp and log
between the multiplicative and additive group, satisfying

exp(τ1 + τ2) = exp τ1 × exp τ2 exp(log τ) = τ

log(τ1 × τ2) = log τ1 + log τ2 log(exp τ) = τ.

In other words, exp and log can be considered as macro expansions rather than unary

type constructors. Let us take the type τ + σ → (τ + σ → ρ) → ρ from Section 1,

assuming for simplicity that τ, σ, ρ are base types. It can be normalized in the following
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way:

τ + σ → (τ + σ → ρ) → ρ

=
(

ρρ
τ+σ

)τ+σ

=exp((τ + σ) log[exp{exp((τ + σ) log ρ) log ρ}])

 exp((τ + σ) log[exp{exp(τ log ρ) exp(σ log ρ) log ρ}])

 exp((τ + σ) exp(τ log ρ) exp(σ log ρ) log ρ)

 exp(τ exp(τ log ρ) exp(σ log ρ) log ρ) exp(σ exp(τ log ρ) exp(σ log ρ) log ρ)

=ρτρ
τρσ

ρσρ
τρσ

=(τ × (τ → ρ)× (σ → ρ) → ρ)× (σ × (τ → ρ)× (σ → ρ) → ρ).

As the exp-log transformation of arrow types is at the source of this type normal-

ization procedure, we call the obtained normal form the exp-log normal form (ENF).

However, all this transformation does is that it orients the high-school identities,

(f + g) + h f + (g + h) i.e. (f + g) + h f + (g + h)

(fg)h f(gh) i.e. (f × g)× h f × (g × h)

f(g + h) fg + fh i.e. f × (g + h) f × g + f × h

(f + g)h fh+ gh i.e. (f + g)× h f × h+ g × h

fg+h
 fgfh i.e. (g + h) → f  (g → f)× (h → f)

(fg)h  fhgh i.e. h → f × g  (h → f)× (h → g)

(fg)h  fhg i.e. h → (g → f) h× g → f,

all of which are valid as type isomorphisms. We can thus also compute the isomorphic

normal form of the type directly, for instance for the second example of Section 1:

(τ1 → τ2) → (τ3 → τ1) → τ3 → τ4 + τ5 → τ2

=

(((
ττ4+τ5
2

)τ3
)τ1

τ3
)τ2

τ1

 τ
τ
τ1
2

τ
τ3
1

τ3τ4
2 τ

τ
τ1
2

τ
τ3
1

τ3τ5
2

=
(
τ4 × τ3 × (τ3 → τ1)× (τ1 → τ2) → τ2

)
×
(
τ5 × τ3 × (τ3 → τ1)× (τ1 → τ2) → τ2

)
.

Of course, some care needs to be taken when applying the rewrite rules, like first ap-

plying the associativity isomorphism and normalizing sub-expressions. To be precise,

we provide a purely functional Agda implementation in Figure 1 and 2. This im-

plementation also allows us to understand the restrictions imposed on types in normal

form as it proves the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. If τ is a type in exp-log normal form, then τ ∈ D-Type, where

D-Type ∋ d, d′ ::= c | c+ d

C-Type ∋ c, c′ ::= a | a× c

Atom ∋ a ::= p | c → p | c′ → c+ d,

and p is a type variable (base type).
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module ENF (Proposition : Set) where

infixr 6 _×_
infixr 5 _+_

infixr 4 _→_

mutual

data Atom : Set where

_→p_ : CNF −→ Proposition −→ Atom

_→+_+_ : CNF −→ CNF −→ ENF −→ Atom

‘_ : Proposition −→ Atom

data CNF : Set where

_×_ : Atom −→ CNF −→ CNF
c_ : Atom −→ CNF

data ENF : Set where

_+_ : CNF −→ ENF −→ ENF
d_ : CNF −→ ENF

assoc× : CNF −→ CNF −→ CNF

assoc× (c a) c’ = a × c’

assoc× (a × c) c’ = a × (assoc× c c’)

assoc+ : ENF −→ ENF −→ ENF

assoc+ (d c) d’ = c + d’

assoc+ (c + d) d’ = c + (assoc+ d d’)

distrib1 : CNF −→ ENF −→ ENF

distrib1 c (d c’) = d (assoc× c c’)

distrib1 c (c’ + d) = (assoc× c c’) + (distrib1 c d)

distrib : ENF −→ ENF −→ ENF

distrib (d c) d’ = distrib1 c d’

distrib (c + d) d’ = assoc+ (distrib1 c d’) (distrib d d’)

explog1 : CNF −→ ENF −→ CNF

explog1 c (c’ + d’) = c (c →+ c’ + d’)

explog1 c (d (c (c’ →p p’))) = c (assoc× c c’ →p p’)

explog1 c (d (c (c’ →+ c1 + d1))) = c (assoc× c c’ →+ c1 + d1)

explog1 c (d (c (‘ p))) = c (c →p p)

explog1 c (d ((c’ →p p’) × c’’)) =

(assoc× c c’ →p p’) × explog1 c (d c’’)

explog1 c (d ((c’ →+ c1 + d1) × c’’)) =

(assoc× c c’ →+ c1 + d1) × explog1 c (d c’’)

explog1 c (d (‘ p × c’’)) = (c →p p) × explog1 c (d c’’)

explog : ENF −→ ENF −→ CNF

explog (d c) d’ = explog1 c d’

explog (c + d) d’ = assoc× (explog1 c d’) (explog d d’)

Figure 1: Implementation of the type normalization function in Agda.
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data Formula : Set where

‘_ : Proposition −→ Formula

_+_ : Formula −→ Formula −→ Formula

_×_ : Formula −→ Formula −→ Formula

_→_ : Formula −→ Formula −→ Formula

enf : Formula −→ ENF

enf (‘ p) = d (c (‘ p))

enf (f1 + f2) = assoc+ (enf f1) (enf f2)

enf (f1 × f2) = distrib (enf f1) (enf f2)

enf (f1 → f2) = d (explog (enf f1) (enf f2))

Figure 2: Implementation of the type normalization function in Agda.

From the inductive characterization of the previous theorem, it is immediate to

notice that the exp-log normal form (ENF) is in fact an extension of the disjunctive

normal form (DNF) to cover the function type. We shall now apply this simple and

lossless transformation of types to the equational theory of terms of the lambda calculus

with sums.

3 βη-Congruence classes at ENF type

Consider the lambda calculus from Figure 3. The virtue of type isomorphisms is that

they preserve the equational theory of the inhabiting term calculus: an isomorphism

between τ and σ is witnessed by a pair of lambda terms T : σ → τ and S : τ → σ
such that λx.T (Sx) =βη λx.x and λy.S(Ty) =βη λy.y. Therefore, if τ ∼= σ and σ
happens to be more canonical than τ — in the sense that to any βη-equivalence class of

type τ corresponds a smaller one of type σ — one can reduce the problem of deciding

βη-equality at τ to deciding it for a smaller subclass of terms.

τ S

S

σ
T

T

In the case when σ = enf (τ), σ is a priori more canonical than τ , since the effect

of the reduction to ENF is to get rid of as many premises of sum types as possible,
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M,N ::= xτ | (M τ→σN τ )σ | (π1M
τ×σ)τ | (π2M

τ×σ)σ | δ(M τ+σ, xτ
1 .N

ρ
1 , x

σ
2 .N

ρ
2 )

ρ |

|(λxτ .Mσ)τ→σ | 〈M τ , Nσ〉τ×σ | (ι1M
τ )τ+σ | (ι2M

σ)τ+σ

(λx.N)M =β N{M/x} (β→)

πi〈M1,M2〉 =β Mi (β×)

δ(ιiM,x1.N1, x2.N2) =β Ni{M/xi} (β+)

N =η λx.Nx x 6∈ FV(N)
(η→)

N =η 〈π1N, π2N〉 (η×)

N{M/x} =η δ(M,x1.N{ι1x1/x}, x2.N{ι2x2/x}) x1, x2 6∈ FV(N)
(η+)

Figure 3: Lambda terms and the equational theory =βη.

and it is known that for the {×,→}-typed lambda calculus one can choose a single

canonical η-long β-normal representative out of a class of βη-equal terms.

Thus, from the perspective of type isomorphisms, we can observe the partition of

the set of terms of type τ into =βη-congruence classes as projected upon different

parallel planes in three dimensional space, one plane for each type isomorphic to τ . If

we choose to observe the planes for τ and enf (τ), we may describe the situation by

the following figure.

βη
-equivalence classe

s at type e
nf
(τ)

βη
-equivalence classe

s at type τ

The dashed circle depicts the compaction, if any, of a congruence class achieved by

coercing to ENF type.
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We do not claim that the plane of enf (τ) is always the best possible plane to choose

for deciding =βη. Indeed, for concrete base types (think of the role of the unit type 1
in (1 → τ + σ) → ρ) there may well be further isomorphisms to apply and hence a

better plane than the one for enf (τ). But, for the case of types where the sum can be

completely eliminated, such as the two examples of Section 1, the projection amounts

to compacting the βη-congruence class to a single point, a canonical normal term of

type enf (τ). Assuming τ, σ, τi are base types, the canonical representatives for the two

βη-congruence classes of Section 1 are

〈λx.(π1(π2x))(π1x), λx.(π2(π2x))(π1x)〉

and

〈λx.(π1x)((π1π2x)(π1π2π2x)), λx.(π1x)((π1π2x)(π1π2π2x))〉.

Note that, unlike [4], we do not need any sophisticated term analysis to derive a canon-

ical form in this kind of cases.

The natural place to pick a canonical representative is thus the (pseudo) normal

type. Moreover, beware that even if it may be tempting to map a canonical representa-

tive along isomorphic coercions back to the original type, the obtained representative

may not be truly canonical since there is generally more than one way to specify the

terms S and T that witness a type isomorphism.

Of course, not always can all sum types be eliminated by type isomorphism, and

hence not always can a class be compacted to a single point in that way. Nevertheless,

even in the case where there are still sums remaining in the type of a term, the ENF

simplifies the set of applicable =βη-axioms.

Namely, since there is no restriction on the type of N from the left-hand side of

η+ and the right-hand side of β→, these two axioms overlap among themselves and

with the others. Also, it is not clear how to choose between η→ and η+, or η× and

η+, when performing η-expansion. These complications are the reason why it is not

simple, if possible, to have a confluent and strongly normalizing rewrite system for

lambda calculus with sums.

For terms of ENF type, the complications can be largely avoided, as follows.

1. Since the syntax does not allow lambda abstractions to take an argument of sum

type, for no M can the right-hand side of β→ and the left-hand side of η+ over-

lap.

2. The η+-axiom can be restricted to N of base or sum type, in presence of special

cases of η+ that allow to permute λ-s and πi-s into the branches of δ. This

removes the ambiguity when deciding which η-axiom to apply.

We get a restricted set of equations, =e
βη, shown in Figure 4, which is still complete for

proving full βη-equality as made precise in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let P,Q be terms of type τ and let S : τ → enf (τ) , T : enf (τ) → τ
be a witnessing pair of terms for the isomorphism τ ∼= enf (τ). Then, P =βη Q if and

only if SP =e
βη SQ and if and only if T (SP ) =βη T (SQ).
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M,N ::= xd | (M c→pN c)p | (M c→c′+dN c)c
′+d | (π1M

a×c)a | (π2M
a×c)c | δ(M c+d, xc

1.N
d′

1 , xd
2.N

d′

2 )d
′

| (λxc.Mp)c→p | (λxc.M c′+d)c→c′+d | 〈Ma, N c〉a×c | (ι1M
c)c+d | (ι2M

d)c+d

(λxc′ .N
p

c+d )M =e
β N{M/x} (βe

→
)

πi〈M
a
1 ,M

c
2〉 =

e
β Mi (βe

×
)

δ(ιiM,x1.N1, x2.N2)
d =e

β Ni{M/xi} (βe
+)

N
c→p

c′→c+d =e
η λx.Nx x 6∈ FV(N)

(ηe
→

)

Na×c =e
η 〈π1N, π2N〉 (ηe

×
)

N
p

c+d {M/x} =e
η δ(M,x1.N{ι1x1/x}, x2.N{ι2x2/x}) x1, x2 6∈ FV(N)

(ηe+)

πiδ(M,x1.N1, x2.N2) =
e
η δ(M,x1.πiN1, x2.πiN2)

c (ηeπ)

λy.δ(M,x1.N1, x2.N2) =
e
η δ(M,x1.λy.N1, x2.λy.N2)

c→p

c′→c+d y 6∈ FV(M)

(ηeλ)

Figure 4: Lambda terms of ENF type and the equational theory =e
βη.

Proof. Since the set of terms of ENF type is a subset of all typable terms, it suffices to

show that all =βη-equations that apply to terms at ENF type can be derived already by

the =e
βη-equations.

Notice first that ηeλ and ηeπ are special cases of η+, so, in fact, the only axiom

missing from =e
βη is η+ itself,

N{M/x} =e
η δ(M,x1.N{ι1x1/x}, x2.N{ι2x2/x}) (x1, x2 6∈ FV(N)),

when N is of type c → p, c′ → c + d, or a× c. We show that this axiom is derivable

from the =e
βη-ones, for Nd, by induction on d.
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Case for N of type a× c.

N{M/x}

=e
η〈π1(N{M/x}), π2(N{M/x})〉 by ηe

×

=〈(π1N){M/x}, (π2N){M/x}〉

=e
η〈δ(M,x1.(π1N){ι1x1/x}, x2.(π1N){ι2x2/x}),

δ(M,x1.(π2N){ι1x1/x}, x2.(π2N){ι2x2/x})〉 by ind. hyp.

=e
βη〈π1(δ(M,x1.N{ι1x1/x}, x2.N{ι2x2/x})),

π2(δ(M,x1.N{ι1x1/x}, x2.N{ι2x2/x}))〉 by ηeπ

=e
ηδ(M,x1.N{ι1x1/x}, x2.N{ι2x2/x}) by ηe

×

Case for N of type c → p.

N{M/x}

=e
ηλy.(N{M/x})y by ηe

→

= λy.(Ny){M/x} for y 6∈ FV (N{M/x})

=e
ηλy.δ(M,x1.(Ny){ι1x1/x}, x2.(Ny){ι2x2/x}) by ηe+ for p

=e
ηδ(M,x1.(λy.Ny){ι1x1/x}, x2.(λy.Ny){ι2x2/x}) by ηeλ

=e
ηδ(M,x1.N{ι1x1/x}, x2.N{ι2x2/x}) by ηe

→

Case for N of type c′ → c+ d. The proof is the same as for the previous case but ηe+
is applied for c+ d instead of p.

The transformation of terms to ENF type thus allows to disentangle the axioms of

=βη. One could get rid of ηeπ and ηeλ if one had a version of λ-calculus resistant to

these permuting conversions. The syntax of such a lambda calculus would further be

simplified if, instead of binary, one had n-ary sums and products. In that case, there

would be no need for variables of sum type at all (currently they can only be introduced

by the second branch of δ). We would in fact get a pattern-matching calculus, with

only variables of type a, and that would still be suitable as a small theoretical core of

functional programming languages.

4 Conclusion

We have described how to systematically remove sum hypotheses from a type while

preserving isomorphism. The type normal form obtained is so simple that it is sur-

prising it has not been isolated before. We also showed how it can be applied for
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disentangling the axioms of the standard βη-equality for terms of the lambda calculus

with sums.

The idea to apply type isomorphism for deciding equality of terms appears to be

new, although it has been implicitly used before [1, 17]. Namely, in the so called focus-

ing approach from sequent calculi, one gets a more canonical representation of terms

(proofs) by grouping all so called asynchronous proof rules into blocks. However,

while all asynchronous proof rules are special kinds of type isomorphisms, not all type

isomorphisms are accounted by the asynchronous rules. Our approach can thus been

seen as generalizing the focusing methodology.

The literature on studying the theory of βη-equality by a syntax-oriented analysis

of terms is quite rich [9, 10, 12, 2, 8, 4, 15]. In that context, our work can be seen as

an orthogonal contribution, since one could only profit from the additional syntactic

restrictions imposed by type isomorphisms.

The exp-log normal form could potentially be useful for automated theorem prov-

ing for intuitionistic logic, because it enlarges the phase at which no backtracking is

necessary during proof search, but also for inductive theorem proving in presence of

exponential polynomials, as well as contexts where terms representations modulo type

isomorphism is important like Homotopy Type Theory.
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